5th Grade Opposite Words/Antonyms #5

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Write down the word that has the opposite meaning.

1. ___________ abnormal

2. ___________ common

3. ___________ disbelief

4. ___________ crying

5. ___________ neglectful

6. ___________ whole

7. ___________ supported

8. ___________ limitation

A. laughing  B. license  C. degree  D. thought
E. aware  F. familiar  G. unusual  H. fought
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Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Write down the word that has the opposite meaning.

1. **FAMILIAR** abnormal
2. **UNUSUAL** common
3. **THOUGHT** disbelief
4. **LAUGHING** crying
5. **AWARE** neglectful
6. **DEGREE** whole
7. **FOUGHT** supported
8. **LICENSE** limitation

A. laughing   B. license   C. degree   D. thought
E. aware      F. familiar  G. unusual  H. fought